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Cedar Creek’s founding principal is to focus
on the health, comfort and efficiency of
the people using cleaning tools, maximizing
their performance while minimizing effort.

satisfaction when using Cedar Creek
products. We don’t design our products
in a sterile office building based on focus
groups and the latest trends.

As an independent, private company rather
than an inflated corporation beholden to
shareholders and an overpaid CEO, we are
able to create the industry’s most innovative
cleaning products and sell them at a fair,
affordable price.

We design products based on our personal
experience working alongside those
actually cleaning homes, hospitals
and office buildings.

We know and care for the people using our
tools and have a personal interest in their

Our products
aren’t designed
for a corporate
balance sheet…
...Cedar Creek
products are
designed for
humans.

Our products aren’t designed for a corporate
balance sheet… Cedar Creek products are
designed for humans.

The Cedar Creek team has
spent hours mopping floors
and understands first-hand
how tough the job can be. Our
team of industrial designers
and engineers with over 65
years of combined experience
in the commercial and household
cleaning industries have custom
designed all our microfiber
products to make your job easier.

Rest assured, you are getting
the very best when you buy
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Fluid™ is the most ergonomic,
user-friendly bucketless mopping
system in the world.

“Finally, a bucketless
mop that gets it right.
No more broken
handles, leaky valves
or uncomfortable
designs. The Fluid
just simply works.”
		Patty White
		Director of

		Custodial Services,
		Bethel ELCA
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details make the difference...
happytrigger
oversized dispensing
trigger to reduce
stress

ringbumper

Protects trigger from
impact and reduces
stress when pushing
or carrying

dryvalve

simple, reliable, valve
never touches cleaning
solution and is the
ultimate in reliability

trustytubing
chemical-resistant
tubing ensures no
leaks, even with
bleach-based
solutions

powergrip

The handle top is a
smooth, flattened oval,
shaped to perfectly fit
the palm of your hand
for comfort. To
further reduce
muscle strain when
mopping, Cedar Creek
wraps a rubber grip around the oval that
also prevents the handle from falling when
leaned against a wall-small details that
make a HUGE difference!

solidcore

one-piece durable,
lightweight aluminum
core tapers from large
to fit human hands
down to smaller size for
better frame connection

refillbottle

removable 21 oz.
reservoir with 1.5”
wide mouth for easy
filling ensures ease
and efficiency for
using multiple
cleaning solutions...
...additional refill
cartridges available
in green or yellow for
color coding options

Humans come in different sizes, so
why make everyone use the same sized
mop? The Fluid is available in 2 sizes,
with the medium (52”) sized for the
average woman and large (60”) sized
for the average man.
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details make the difference.
Feature

Advantage

Benefit

Grip shaped to human
hand

More comfortable and ergonomic
for user

Less repetitive-use syndrome injuries &
greater satisfaction

Large trigger requiring low
pressure to activate

Allows full hand to activate trigger

Reduces user fatigue and risk of repetitive use injury

Multiple sizes

Different length handles for
different height users

Less injuries and greater user satisfaction

Removable refill reservoir

Quick refills and ability to use
multiple cleaning solutions

More productive and less equipment needed

Multiple color reservoirs

Allows for color coding cleaning
chemicals or areas

Dedicated colors for chemicals or areas of the building

Durable, light weight one
piece aluminum core

Stronger than 2 piece handles,
lighter than steel

Improved durability and ergonomics

Dry valve technology with
chemical resistant tubing

Best chemical resistance of
any valve available

Less leaks from wear and chemicals

EACH SIZE AVAILABLE IN TWO
DIFFERENT CONFIGURATIONS:
Individually packaged
with frame included
FLD50-GN-01
FLD58-GN-01

ACCESSORY ITEMS

ITEM DESCRIPTION

FRB21-GN-01		

Fluid 21 oz. Replacement Bottle, Green

FRB21-YW-01		

Fluid 21 oz. Replacement Bottle, Yellow

FRNEW-DG-01		

Fluid Renewal Kit

Bulk packed without frame
FLH50-GN-06
FLH58-GN-06

PACKED INDIVIDUALLY WITH ROCKER FRAME FOR 18”
Item #		
FLD50-GN-01
		

Item Description		
Fluid Bucketless Mopping System
with Frame- Medium		

FLD58-GN-01
		

Fluid Bucketless Mopping System
with Frame- Large 		

Pack Case
1
6
1

6

BULK PACK WITHOUT FRAME
Item #		
FLH50-GN-06
		

Item Description		
Fluid Bucketless Mopping System
Bulk Pk. W/O FRAME- Medium

FLH58-GN-06
		

Fluid Bucketless Mopping System
Bulk Pk. W/O FRAME - Large

Pack Case
6
6			
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ergohandles

right size right shape

		54” 			42”-72”

20”-40”
extension
handle
EXH40-DG-01

ultra
lightweight
ULH54-DG-01

Lightweight and ergonomic
The top of the handle is rounded and shaped to
perfectly fit the palm of your hand.
Handle has a rubberized power grip so it takes
less strength to hold and use and also prevents
the handle from falling when leaned against a wall.
The ring around base of handle reduces stress
when pushing, carrying or using vertically.

42”-72”
extension
handle
EXH72-DG-01

3 sizes/styles are available:
54” ultra lightweight
42”-72” extension handle
20”-40” extension handle
All Cedar Creek handles are made from thickwalled, ultra-durable, light-weight aluminum with
a scratch-resistant anodized coating. They come
as a pack of 1, case of 6.
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dynamically making clean easy

revolutionary rocker frame

E N V I R O N M E N TA L

Have you ever used a microfiber mop
that seemed to stick to the floor like glue?

cleaning performance, so reducing microfiber is not a

Others have tried to solve this common problem in

The revolutionary Cedar Creek Rocker™ Frame uses

the industry by reducing the amount of microfiber

physics to overcome the problem while allowing

in their mops to allow them to glide more smoothly

Cedar Creek to offer mops with the highest percent

across the floor.

microfiber content possible. Once again, we prove

quality solution!

Cedar Creek products are designed for humans,
Problem is, more microfiber content equals better

designed for you.
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smoothoperator


pull

when mopping, the frame rocks
to the back and glides across the
floor with 36% less effort than a
standard 18” flat mop frame as
you pull it across the floor in a
graceful figure 8 motion

engagedscrub

when you come upon a tough spot
or stain, simply reverse directions
and push the mop forward, causing
the frame to rock forward-this
action delivers 64% more scrubbing
force onto the floor


push

dustdestroyer
partner the rocker with our dust &
mop and see the rocker lift up the
edges of this mop allowing dust
and debris to go under the frame
and deep into the mop.

pull


Rocker Frame for 12” Mops

The Rocker Frame
is Built to Last
using aluminum
construction with
impact-resistant end
caps and yoke for the
lightest weight and
ultimate durability.

RKR18-GN-01
Rocker Frame for 18” Mops

Pack of 1, case of 6

Rocker Frame for 24” Mops

Rocker Frame for 36” Mops
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premium mops
microfiber magic
Cedar Creek has innovated
mopping with our damp, dust,
and scrubber mop pads
The damp mop is not the standard blue,
edgeless mop with only 50% microfiber
content that is commonly available.
Instead, the Cedar Creek Microfiber
Damp Mop is a premium mop with
80% split microfiber content that is
engineered to be bleach safe, not shrink
excessively, and stand up to the rigors
of every day use.
The Dust & Mop is a true multi-purpose
mop that excels at dust pick up,
especially when used with the Rocker
Frame. It raises the leading edge of
the mop, allowing debris and dust to
roll under the mop and into the long
microfiber loops.
When used damp on a rough sur face
floor with the Fluid Bucketless Floor
Cleaning System, the Dust & Mop’s
long strands reach into the grout
and glide over the rough sur face
without snagging.
The Scrubber Mop is built with the
same premium 80% Split Microfiber
as the damp mop, but has the added
benefit of dark blue, non-scratching,
scrubbing stripes to help remove tough,
dried on spots and stains. This is the
very best mop for use in kitchens and
other areas prone to sticky spills.

E N V I R O N M E N TA L

MOP18-GN-02 Microfiber Damp Mop 18” Green
Colors: Green
Sizes: 12”, 18”
Pack of 2, case of 36
		

DMM18-LG-02 Microfiber Dust & Mop 18” Gray
Colors: Gray
Sizes: 12”,18”, 24”, 36”
Pack of 2, case of 36

MSM18-LG-02 Microfiber Scrubber Mop 18” Gray
Gray with Dark Blue Scrubbers
Size: 18”
Pack of 2, case of 36
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patent-pending grip formed
to fit the human
hand Mop
Microfiber
Damp

available in 12” and 18” sizes

MOP12-GN-02

MOP18-GN-02

oversized dispensing trigger to
reduce
stress on
wrist&& Mop
fingers
Microfiber
Dust

is available in 12", 18", 24" and 36"

DMM12-LG-02

Microfiber Dust & Mop 12” Gray

DMM18-LG-02

Microfiber Dust & Mop 18” Gray

DMM24-LG-02

Microfiber Dust & Mop 24” Gray

DMM36-LG-02

Microfiber Dust & Mop 36” Gray

Microfiber Damp Mop 12” Green

Microfiber Damp Mop 18” Green

2 in 1 Scrubber Mop
is available in 18" size only

MSM18-LG-02

Microfiber Scrubber Mop 18” Gray
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premium microfiber

Guaranteed to become your favorite microfiber cloth:
It only takes one touch to know that
Cedar Creek Premium Microfiber Cloths
are the very best.
These ultra-plush, super soft cloths are
Cedar Creek’s highest quality, longestlasting microfiber cleaning cloths designed
and engineered to withstand 500 launderings,
even when washed with bleach.
E N V I RThe
ONM
E N T A L green
Ultimate

cleaning tool:

With these Cedar Creek Premium Microfiber
Cloths, you can skip the chemicals and get
amazing results when used with water from your
faucet. In fact, these amazing cloths remove 99.9%
of bacteria from a surface when used with just
water. Of course, if you want to boost your
cleaning performance with chemicals, these
cloths are fully compatible. They can be used
with all types of household and commercial
cleaning chemicals, even those with bleach!

The difference is in the details:
Our innovative product label
doubles as a handy hang loop for
storage or drying. It may seem
simple, but without this feature,
how do you hang your microfiber
cloths? Another example of how
Cedar Creek products are

designed for humans.
			Colors: green, gray,
			
red, yellow, blue, br own
			Sizes: 12”x12” , 12”x16” , 16”x16”
			

Pack of 12, case of 144
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specialty microfiber
If you have a cleaning need,
we have a cloth for itE3TGF
2-in-1 Scrubber Cloth
To scrub, or not to scrub, that is the question
you’ll have to ask yourself when using this
truly amazing microfiber cloth with two distinct
sides for deferent uses.
One side has bands of non-scratching
scrubbing stripes, mixed with stripes of
premium microfiber, to help remove the
toughest, stickiest spots and stains.
The other side of the cloth is 100% premium,
plush microfiber for general purpose cleaning,
so you can scrub and clean all with one cloth!
Available in gray with dark blue stripes
in 2 sizes: 12”x12” or 16”x16”
Packs of 12, case of 144

Microfiber Glass & Mirror Cloth
Designed specifically to clean delicate
surfaces such as glass, mirrors and
electronics, these Cedar Creek cloths
feature a tight, smooth weave to help
prevent scratches and reduce lint.
The Glass & Mirror Cloth can be used with
just water for the ultimate Green Cleaning
tool, or can be used with any glass cleaning
chemicals on the market. Always follow
your electronic device manufacturers’
recommendations on whether to use
chemicals when cleaning.
Available in blue, one size: 12”x12”
Pack of 12, case of 144
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classic microfiber
Quality Cloth at a Great Price:

These sturdy, medium weight cloths are the
work horse of the cleaning industry. The Cedar
Creek Classic Microfiber Cloths are on par with
many competitive heavy weight or premium
cloths with their high quality weave and clean
edge stitching.
Get great results whether using dry or damp,
with chemicals or water alone, these cloths are
your blue-collar partner.
Safe for all surfaces and guaranteed to last
hundreds of launderings.

Sizes: 12”x12” , 12”x16” , 16”x16”
Colors: green, gray,
red, yellow, blue, brown
Pack of 12, case of 144
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microfiber familyems
quality to suit all your cleaning needs
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